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Benefit Sanctions 

Introduction 

 

1. The purpose of this paper is to give a general overview of the current benefit 

sanctions regime, specifically in relation to Jobseekers Allowance (JSA) and 

Employment and Support Allowance (ESA), issues around the principle and practice 

of applying sanctions and statistical information on sanctions, particularly in relation 

to Scotland.  

 

2. Conditionality and sanctions have been part of the JSA since its introduction 

in 1996 and for ESA claimants in the work related activity group (WRAG) since 

October 2008. A revised sanction regime for JSA came into effect from 22 October 

2012, and a revised sanction regime for ESA came into effect from 3 December 

2012.  

 

3. The new sanction rules are intended to make the consequences of non-

compliance with conditions clearer and impose more proportionate sanctions for 

claimants who repeatedly fail to meet their responsibilities. The rules, which are 

broadly aligned with the system that will be in place with Universal Credit (UC) 

introduced:  

 3 categories of sanction – ‘higher’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘lower’ – depending on  

the nature of the offence; 

 different levels of sanction for first, second and third offences 

 changes to the date a sanction starts - Sanctions will be applied more quickly 

– specifically by the next payment date. 

 

Annex1 provides an outline of how the current system compares with the previous 

system.  

 

The Sanctions Process 

 

4. Individuals claiming JSA are provided with a Jobseekers Agreement which 

specifies the conditionality of their JSA payments, including activities that must be 

carried out. From 28th October 2013, new claimants for JSA must complete a 

Claimant Commitment which replaces the Jobseekers Agreement (expected to be 

rolled out by spring 2014)1. Claimants can be directed to undertake a range of 

specific activities and they have a duty to demonstrate that they have complied by 

providing evidence and information and by attending interviews with their Job Centre 

Plus (JCP) Personal Adviser.  

                                                            
1 The Claimant Commitment is intended to set out more fully a claimant’s responsibilities 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/claimant-commitment-to-spell-out-what-jobseekers-must-do-in-return-for-benefits
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5. A JCP adviser can raise a sanction referral. This referral acts as a statement 

that in the opinion of a personal adviser a claimant may not be fulfilling the 

conditionality requirements and therefore may not be entitled to a payment of JSA. 

The referral is made to a decision maker who will decide if a sanction is to be 

imposed. Once the claim has gone forward to a decision maker, no further payment 

will be made until a decision has been reached. A decision to apply sanction is called 

an “adverse” decision.  A sanction will not be applied if the claimant can show that 

they had good reason for the action that led to a sanction being considered. For 

example, a good reason could be if the claimant left their job because they were a 

victim of bullying or harassment at work. 

 

6. In general, JSA sanctions can last for a fixed period of 4, 13, or 26 weeks, or 

3 years, depending on level of sanction applied. It also depends on whether it is the 

first, second or third time that a sanction has been applied (there are special rules 

about when Jobcentre Plus can sanction 16 and 17 year olds).  Under the new 

regime: 

 Higher level sanctions (for example, for leaving a job voluntarily or 

failing to take part in the Mandatory Work Activity scheme, fail to take 

on a suitable employment opportunity) will lead to claimants losing all 

of their JSA for a fixed period of 13 weeks for a first failure, 26 weeks 

for a second failure and 156 weeks for a third and subsequent failure 

(within a 52 week period of their last failure). 

 

 Intermediate level sanctions of 4 weeks for a first failure, rising to 13 

weeks for a second or subsequent failures (within a 52 week period of 

their last failure) may be applied following a period of disallowance2 for 

not actively seeking employment or not being available for work. 

 

 Lower level sanctions (for example, for failing to attend an adviser 

interview or failure to comply with a Jobseeker Direction) will lead to 

claimants losing all of their JSA for a fixed period of 4 weeks for the 

first failure, followed by 13 weeks for subsequent failures (within a 52 

week period of their last failure).  

 

7. ESA claimants in the WRAG who fail to comply with the conditions for 

receiving benefit receive an open ended sanction, followed by a fixed period sanction 

when they re-comply. The fixed period sanction will be one week for a first failure, 

two weeks for a second failure and four weeks for a third and subsequent failures in 

a 52 week period. Claimants who are sanctioned will lose all of their personal 

allowance, but their work related activity component will not be affected. 

 

 

                                                            
2 JSA is “disallowed” if a claimant does not actively seek work or is not available for work. If they reclaim 
following such a failure the new award may not be paid for up to 4 weeks. If the new benefit was stopped on 
more than one occassion any new award may not be paid for up to 13 weeks. 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130627060116/http://www.dwp.gov.uk/docs/jsa-sanction-
changes-factsheet.pdf 
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Appeals  

 

8. Claimants who have been subject to a sanction can appeal the decision. 

Since 28 October 2013, any claimants who wish to appeal the decision have had to 

first ask the DWP to conduct a Mandatory Reconsideration before they can lodge an 

appeal. The DWP considers that this change will encourage people to provide 

additional evidence earlier in the process and that resolving disputes without the 

need for an appeal should also help ensure that people receive the right decision 

earlier in the process.3 

Hardship Payments  

9. A hardship payment is a reduced amount of benefit claimants may be able to 

get if they have been sanctioned.  

Overview of the issues 

10. Over the years, a number of issues have been raised about the principle and 

processes of applying sanctions to benefit claimants. Research4 shows that : 

 Claimants who face sanctions are often unable to comply with conditions 

rather than unwilling. The reasons why claimants receive sanctions are 

complex and include: lack of awareness; knowledge and understanding of the 

sanction process and practical and personal barriers. 

 Those who are particularly vulnerable to sanctions are also the most 

disadvantaged. This includes people that lack work experience, those with 

health problems and lone parents. 

 The evidence around the potential impacts of sanctions is mixed. In the short-

term, sanctioned claimants can experience positive outcomes in terms of 

looking for work; leaving unemployment and entering employment.  However, 

individuals do not tend to enter ‘sustainable employment’ and they tend to 

have low earnings.  

 Commentators raise concerns around the ability of sanctions to operate as 

intended. Recommendations in the literature are focused around clear 

communication, fairness and flexibility.  

 

11. The revised sanction regime has been subject to criticism,5 for example: 

 Under the new regime the length of sanctions has increased which 

makes “getting by” with no benefit more difficult for claimants. 

Claimants may have difficulties meeting basic needs such as food, 

heating and may also face difficulties in seeking work, for example, by 

                                                            
3
 http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130125094614/http://dwp.gov.uk/docs/appeals-

process-changes-q-and-a.pdf 
4
 The information in these paragraphs is taken from a recent Scottish Government literature review: 

Scottish Government (2013). The Potential Impacts of Benefit Sanctions on Individuals and 
Households. http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0044/00440885.pdf 
 
5
 See Citizens Advice Scotland, Child Poverty Action Group, Dr David Webster evidence to the House 

of Commons Work and Pensions Committee 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0044/00440885.pdf
http://www.cas.org.uk/system/files/Independent%20Review%20of%20Sanctions%20January%202014%20CAS%20response.pdf
http://www.cpag.org.uk/sites/default/files/CPAG-response-JSA-sanctions-call-for-information-Jan-14.pdf
http://paulspicker.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/david-webster-evidence-to-hc-work-and-pensions-committee-20-nov.pdf
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being unable to pay for travel costs.6 Citizen’s Advice Scotland argue 

that this has resulted in an increase in the use of foodbanks.7 

 

 Citizen’s Advice Scotland also argue that claimants are finding it 

increasingly confusing to understand what the sanctions regime 

expects of them. They suggest that there “is evidence that advisers 

seem to be providing subjective, inconsistent and unclear 

interpretations on conditionality which is resulting in unnecessary 

sanctioning.”  

  

Other Relevant Scrutiny  

Oakley Independent Review of JSA Sanctions  

12. The UK Government commissioned Matthew Oakley, Head of Economic 

Analysis at Which? to undertake and Independent Review of Jobseeker’s Allowance 

Sanctions. The review considered sanctions where JSA claimants have had their 

benefits reduced for failing to participate in a mandatory back-to-work schemes 

under the Jobseekers (Back to Work Schemes) Act 2013, such as the Work 

Programme. The limited scope of the review has been criticised.8  The review is 

expected to report shortly.    

The House of Commons Work and Pensions Committee 

13. The House of Commons Work and Pensions Committee recent report of their 

Inquiry into the Role of JobCentre Plus in the Reformed Welfare found that “…most 

witnesses accepted that conditionality regimes were necessary and that sanctioning 

of benefits was the most practicable method of enforcing a conditionality regime..”. 

However, the Committee also found evidence that suggested that many claimants 

have been referred for a sanction inappropriately or in circumstances in which 

common sense would suggest that discretion should have been applied by 

Jobcentre staff. They recommended that DWP take urgent steps to monitor the 

extent of financial hardship caused by benefit sanctions, including by collecting, 

collating and publishing data on the number of claimants "signposted" to food aid by 

Jobcentres and the reasons for claimants' need for assistance in these cases.  

 

14. The Committee also heard evidence from the Minister for State, Department 

for Work and Pensions, Ester McVey, who said she was committed to establishing a 

further independent review to investigate whether sanctions were being applied 

proportionately. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
6
 West Dunbartonshire Citizens Advice Bureaux Unjust and Uncaring:  A report on conditionality and 

benefits sanctions and their impact on clients  
7 See Citizens Advice Scotland evidence to the Work and Pensions Committee 
8 See CPAG, for example. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/256044/jsa-sanctions-independent-review.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/256044/jsa-sanctions-independent-review.pdf
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmworpen/479/47902.htm
http://www.cas.org.uk/system/files/Unjust%20and%20Uncaring.pdf
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmworpen/uc479-iv/uc47901.htm
http://www.cpag.org.uk/content/independent-review-jsa-sanctions-response
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Statistics – Scotland  

 

15.  The DWP publish statistics on sanctions - the most recent statistics relate to 

the period up to September 2013.9  The following paragraphs provide a brief 

overview of some of the statistics on sanctions, after the changes in 2012 were 

made, as they relate to Scotland, unless otherwise stated.  

 

16. JSA - To provide some context to the sanctions statistics the number of JSA 

claimants in Scotland at Sept 2013 was 116,202. Over the past couple of years there 

has been a fall in the number of JSA claimants, from 135,736 in Sept 2012 and 

140,010 in Sept 2011.10 

 

17. Under the new sanction regime, 177,440  JSA sanction decisions have been 

made. Increasing number of sanction decisions are being made, despite the fall in 

number of JSA claimants. During the first full 11 months of the new sanction regime 

(ie Nov 2012 to Sept 2013) 172,663 were decisions were made, compared to 

131,664 with the last full 11 months of the old regime.   

 

18.  Of the total decisions, around 42% (75,329) were “adverse” i.e. the sanction 

was applied, 28% were non-adverse 5% were reserved, and 25% cancelled.11  Most 

sanction decisions (63%) are low level.  40% of sanction decisions were where the 

claimant was in the 18 to 24 age group.  

Individuals subject to sanctions  

19. 89,846 individuals in Scotland have been subject to a sanction decision. 

48,951 individuals have been subject to an adverse JSA sanction decision under the 

new regime. Table 1 shows that 63 individuals have been subject to three or more 

adverse decisions on a high level failure – these individuals would be subject to their 

benefit being stopped for three years. 

 

 

 

                                                            

9
 Headline statistics taken from the DWP spreadsheets Jobseeker’s Allowance and Employment and 

Support Allowance sanctions: decisions made to September 2013. More detailed statistics have been 
obtained from the DWP’s stat-xplore tool which allows users to create their own tables. Please note 
that in some cases slightly different numbers given for the same statistics depending on the table 
configuration used. This may be because of the random adjustment of cells to avoid the release of 
confidential data 
10 NOMIS, unseasonally adjusted figures 

11 A non-adverse decision is a decision found in favour of the claimant, i.e. a sanction is not applied.  
A reserved decision is where a sanction would be appropriate but cannot be imposed  
because the claimant does not have a current claim to JSA.   

A case would be re-referred if the claimant reclaims JSA within the period of the reserved decision. 
 A cancelled decision can occur in specific circumstances e.g. the claimant stops claiming before they  

actually committed the sanctionable failure.  
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/jobseekers-allowance-and-employment-and-support-allowance-sanctions-decisions-made-to-september-2013
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/jobseekers-allowance-and-employment-and-support-allowance-sanctions-decisions-made-to-september-2013
https://stat-xplore.dwp.gov.uk/
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Table 1: Individuals receiving an adverse JSA sanction decision – by decision 

level and number of sanctions - Scotland 22 Oct 2012 to 30 Sept 2013 

 

One 

adverse 

sanction 

decision 

Two 

adverse 

sanction 

decisions 

Three or more 

adverse 

sanction 

decisions 

Low Level 19,901 4,400 2,974 

Intermediate 

Level 16,582 3,574 892 

High Level 6547 310 63 
Source: Table 1.8 in DWP spreadsheets. An individual may receive more than one sanction decision 

in any given period. Users should not sum the cells in a table to obtain the overall number of 

individuals as an individual may appear in a table more than once 

20. The rate at which sanctions are being applied to individuals can be estimated 

by considering the number of adverse sanctions on individuals as a proportion of the 

number of JSA claimants in each month.12 In September 2013, there were 116,202 

JSA claimants13 in Scotland and 6,536 individuals subject to a adverse sanction 

decision – rate of around approximate rate of 5.3% Graph 1 shows the rate has 

generally increased in the last few months for which the most recent data is 

available.  

 

Graph 1:JSA adverse decisions as a % of JSA claimants - Scotland 

 
Source: JSA sanction data from DWP Stat-xplore tool. JSA claimant data from NOMIS 

 

                                                            
12 This is a general estimate as the month an adverse sanction decision was may relate to a JSA claim made in a 
previous month 
13 Not seasonally adjusted 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/jobseekers-allowance-and-employment-and-support-allowance-sanctions-decisions-made-to-september-2013
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21. Over a third (37%) of individuals that have been subject to a sanction decision 

were in the 18-24 age group followed by 16% in the 25-29 year age group.14  The 

latest JSA claimant statistics15 for September 2013 show that 26% of JSA claimants 

are in the 18-24 age group. This suggests that younger claimants are more likely to 

be sanctioned than would be expected.  

Appeals and Hardship Payments 

22. In Scotland, 28,613 decisions were reconsidered and 1,765 were appealed 

decisions. The DWP has discovered a data issue within the JSA sanction decision 

data, specifically to do with outcomes from appeals. Therefore, data on appeals 

outcomes is not currently available.   

 

23. There does not appear to be any readily available hardship payment data.  

 

ESA (WRAG) 

 

24. There are fewer ESA (WRAG) claimants in Scotland compared to JSA and 

relatively fewer sanction decisions made. At August 2013 there were 72,040 ESA 

(WRAG) claimants in Scotland.  

 

25. Under the new ESA sanction regime, 5,750 ESA decisions have been made, 

of which 26% (1,485) were non-adverse, 27% (1554) were adverse and 47% (2,711) 

were cancelled.  

 

26. 3,676 individuals had an ESA sanction decision made. 1,176 individuals have 

been subject to an adverse sanction decision being applied. 

27. Under the new sanctions regime, 75% adverse decisions were made because 

of a failure to participate in work related activity (this includes failure to participate in 

the Work Programme), with the remaining due to a failure to attend a mandatory 

interview (this statistics relates to the GB situation).  

    
 

 

 

 

Kate Berry  

SPICe 

26 March 2014

                                                            
14 Data from DWP Stat-Xplore tool 
15 Obtained from NOMIS  
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Notes:  

(1) 3 year sanctions will apply only in the most extreme cases where claimants have serially and deliberately breached their most important 
requirements, and they have not changed their behaviour after receiving previous sanctions;  
 
(2) Higher level sanction durations will be shorter if:  
 
a. the failure relates to pre-claim employment expected to last less than the standard sanction period; or  
b. the failure occurs before a claim and the individual doesn’t claim JSA immediately.  
 
(3) The loss of benefit period for Intermediate level sanctions will deduct any period for which the claimant was not paid benefit or during which they were 
not claiming benefit. There are some exceptions to Intermediate level sanctions.  
 
(4) If an ESA claimant complies within one week of the failure, only the relevant fixed period element of the sanction will apply.  
 
(5) For all levels, if a claimant commits multiple failures within the same two weekly signing period then the sanction will not escalate to the next level. 
Therefore, lengthy sanctions won’t accumulate over short periods.  
 

(6) Prior to 22
nd 

October 2012, JSA claimants could have a 26 week sanction lifted for failing to participate in the Employment, Skills and Enterprise 
(ESE) scheme (i.e. Work Programme, Skills Conditionality etc) after they have served at least 4 weeks of that sanction if they re-comply. This will no 
longer apply from 22 October. From this date, once a sanction is imposed on a claimant for failing to participate in the ESE scheme, it will continue to run 
regardless of whether or not the claimant recompiles.  

 


